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RESUMEN 

En cste articulo se presenta la construcci6n de la teorfa de las pcrturbaciones y la 
formulaci6n de problemas invcrsos con la finalidad de identificar sus parametros importantes. 

El aspecto novedoso es la extension de una clase de modelos matematicos a problemas 
cuasilincales y no lineales. Las ecuaciones basicas en los modelos sc haccn corrcsponder con 
las ccuacioncs conjugadas que se usan para construir la teoda de perturbaciones. Ejcmplos de 
la tcoria de la circulacion general de la atmosfera y del clima se prei;entan. 

ABSTRACT 

The paper is devoted to construction of the theory of perturbations and formulation of 
inverse problems for the purpose of identification of its important parameters. 

The new aspect here is extension of a class of mathematical models to quasilinear and 
nonlinear problems. The basic equations in the models arc put to correspond with the 
conjugate equations which are used for constructing the theory of perturbations. Examples 
from the theory of general circulation of the atmosphere and climate arc presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Usually it is very difficult to construct mathematical models simulating 
complicated processes and phenomena. Such models must incor
porate many effects, not all of which are describable with required 
accuracy . This means that each time we use one or another simplified 
mathematical formulation of a problem which allows us to describe 
only a few characteristic features of a process omitting many very 
important details. However such an approach toward mathematical 
simulation of physical processes is the basic instrument in our 
perception of natural phenomena which is being continuously refined. 

In the present paper an attempt is made to present a more or less 
general approach towards construction of such mathematical models 
and their analysis. 

To make our presentation a more explicit one, we will consider as 
an example the evaluation of .the effect of different factors on 
climate and general circulation of the atmosphere, since this is the 
central problem in the study of the human environment. The climate 
of the Earth is known to us from observation Though the climate of 
the planet changes, its changes are associated with long-period 
processes than manifest themselves distinctly after a period of many 
years. Therefore averaging of the data for many years that characterize 
climatic functionals of the atmosphere proves to be adequate for 
both description of the quasistationary climate and construction of 
the perturbation theory. 

At the present time the preliminary evaluation of climatic modifi
cations due to different factors, especially due to industrial human 
activities is sometimes a more important task than simulation of the 
proper climate. Therefore in the present paper we try to discuss 
different approaches to the construction of the perturbation theory 
with respect to the climate. We will start from the two fundamental 
statements. First, a system ot equations of the atmosphere and ocean 
dynamics in its most complete form (details unknown) is capable to 
describe the climate of the planet's atmosphere. The climate is 
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assumed to be known from observations. Second, perturbations of 
the climate are regarded to be small. The latter is equivalent to the 
condition of additivity of the climate and its perturbations. These 
two assumptions wil allow us to formulate mathematical models for 
simulation of modifications of the climate. 

On the whole the perturbation theory and evaluation of functio
nals of a problem are of a rather general character and as a rule they 
have very little to do with a specific problem. Therefore results of 
the present study are applicable to different mathematical models 
simulating complicated processes in physics, chemistry biochemistry, 
engineering, etc. 

BASIC AND CONJUGATE EQUATIONS 

Let the stationary climate of the atmosphere and the ocean be 
describable by the system of equations which can be written in the 
operator form 

( 1.1) 

where A is the matrix differential operator dependent on the solution 
-the vector function 'P and the input data a 1 , a 2 , .• . a - functions of 

. ---· n 
the coordinates, f is the given vector of sources-functions of the 
coordinates and certain input data {3 1 , {J2 ,- .. , {3 • Thus, we have A= 

m 
A(({),a1 ,a2 ... ,an) and f = f({3 1 ,{J2 , ... ,{Jm ). 

Let li1 &2 , ... , an and /31 , /32 , ... , ff m be input data pertinent to 
the clirna te. Employing the above input data, equation ( 1.1) is 
written as 

A('P, ex . .. , an}{;= f(JJ, ... , ~m) (1.2) 

or, assuming 

(1.3) 
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equation ( 1.2) is written as 

A,:p=f. 

We assume that the soluticfn of (1.3) corresponds to the climate 
obtained empirically on the basis of meteorological and oceanic data. 

It will be thought that the input data of problem (1.2) have 
changed a little and, instead of climatic values ex., ~- we have 

I I 

Q'i = ai + baj, {3j = ~j + 8{3j, 

where devi.ations 8ai and 8{3j are assumed to be small agclinsi ai and 
~ respectively. 

Then, instead of ( 1.2) we have 

(l.4) 

where the following representation is used: 

In a similar way we a priori assume that 8,p is, in a sense, 
much less than If). Assuming a sufficient smoothness we consider 
the expresions 

oA oA 
A + - ol{) + 80:. + ... 

alP a&. ' 
l 

- - of 
f(/3 . + 8{3.) = f -t:.. -=- 8{3. + .. . . 

J J i){3. J 
J 

.( I. 5) 

Substituting ( 1.5) into (1.4) and employing the terms of first 01,der 
smallness, we obtain 

oA oA. 
A(p + (A + - <j>)ol{) + - <fJOa. 

a;p a& 1 

l 

( 1.6) 
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With equation (1.3) we have 

aA 
- 1Pf>a. aa. I 

I 
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(l .7} 

whici. is the basic equation for definition of small deviations of the 
solution ,p from climate. 

We assume now that the operator of the climatic problem A and 
the source of the climate fare known with limited accuracy, i.e. let 

A= A+ e, 

f'= F + t ( 1.8) 

where e is the operator of the model's error 

e = A - A, 

and ~ is the error in the vector function of the sources 

~ == 7 - F. 

Let 

II A 11 ~ 11 e II, 

II f II ~ II ~ II . (1.9) 

Here the norm of the operator and that of the vector function 
are consistent with metric space. 

Substituting (1.8) into (l.7) we have 

( l. 10) 
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where 

( 1.1 I) 

Thus, under assumption (1.9), equation (1.10) is written as follows: 

+ 0(11 e II + II ~ II)) 

Hence , accurate to small quantities : 

( 1.12) 

The above equation is a model one for calculation of modifications 
of climate subject to variations of input data 8cx. and 8(3 .. We 

I J 
introduce notation 

ax_ 
L + A + OIP ..p, 

aF al\ oF = -- 8(3. - - - ipocx. , aa. i a- I 
f.JJ (Xi 

then, finally, we have 

and the formal solution is 

o..p = L -i 8F. 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

(1 . 15) 
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CONJUGATE EQUATIONS AND THE THEORY OF PERTURBA
TIONS 

Formula ( l. l 5) of the theory of perturbations is good for the 
case when it is necessary to evaluate deviations from the climatic 
solution for only one set of variations of input data. In the planning 
of purposeful modification of climate under the influence of human 
activity it is important to make a series of test calculations. If we 
take into account the fact that in future we shall have to solve 
problems on optimal climate control, the deficiencies of the above 
approach become evident. Therefore in this part we shall try to build 
a more or less universal theory of perturbations for given functionals 
of problems which will allow us to decrease essentially the amount of 
computation. The theory makes use of conjugate equations. 

Along with the basic operator equation 

Loi.p = oF (2. I) 

we introduce into consideration the conjugate equation 

L *IP* = P, (2.2) 

where L and L * are conjugate operators in the sense of Lagrange. 

(Lg, h) = (g,L *h). (2.3) 

Here g and h are elements of Hilbert space from the domain of 
definition of operators L and L * respectively. No assumptions are 
made for the function p, as yet. 

Let us multiply scalarly (2.1 ), (2.2) by i.p* and oi.p respectively and 
subtract one result from the other. Then 
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The left-hand side of (2.4 ), according to (2.3 ), turns into zero. Hence 

(p, 8.p) = (.p*,oF) (2.5) 

Let us consider a set of linear functionals 

(2.6) 

If, in particular, Pn = o(x - x ), then - -n 

81 = 8.p (x ). 
n -n 

The function .p*, corresponding to p , will be denoted by .p*. n n 
Thus, on the basis of (2.5), we have a series of functionals 

(2.7) 

Suppose that we have chosen N functionals J 1 ,J2 ... JN. C in 
advance. For this purpose we solve N conjugate problems 

L*.p* = p (n = 1,2, .. . N). 
n n 

(2.8) 

Let problems (2.8) be solved. Then, with the help of (2.4) it is 
possible to find N functionals or, using the notation ( 1.13), 

(n = 1,2, ... ,N). (2 .9) 

From (2. 9) it follows that we need not calculate variations 8.p, 
corresponding to different sets of parameters Dex. and 8(3., since, given 

I J 
.p* (n = 1, ... N), we can directly compute functionals 8J for any 

n n 
sets of variations of input data . 

The next task is to solve the system of equations obtained. 
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THE THEORY OF PERTURBATIONS FOR NONSTATIONARY 
PROBLEMS 

Let us consider now a nonstationary problem in an abstract form 

d..p 
- + A..p = f, ..p = g at t = 0. at 

which is put to correspond with 

(3.1) 

di()* at + A*I{)* = f*, If)* = g* at t = T. (3.2) 

Here f* and g* are as yet undefined vector functions to be chosen 
later. Equations (3.1 ), (3.2) are, respectively, multiplied by If)*, '{), the 
results are substracted one from the other and integrated over t on 
the interval Os; ts; T. As a result we have 

T d 
J - - ( ..p* '{)) d t + 
o at ' 

T 
J dt [(..p*, A..p) - (..p, A*I{)*)] = 
0 

T 
J dt [(f, ..p*) - (f*, ..p)]. (3.3) 
0 

Since A* and A are conjugate operators 

(..p*, A..p) - (I{), A* ..p*) = 0 

expression (3 .3) with consideration of initial conditions, reduces to 

T 
(g*, l{)T) - (g, l{)i) = f dt [(f, If)) - (f*, ..p)], (3.4) 

0 

where 
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We now suppose that it is required to calculate the linear 
functional of solution (3.1) which can be presented as 

T 
f (f*, ip) dt. 
0 

With the help of identity (3.3) this functional is written as 

T 
J = (g, ip*) + J (f, ip*) dt. 

0 0 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Assuming that the input data of (3. 1) are somewhat perturbed, 
i.e. in place of g and f, we consider g' == g + og and f' == f + 
of. Then, on the basis of (3.6) , we obtain the variation of the 
functional 

T 
01 = (og, ipi) + f (of, ip*) dt 

0 
{3. 7) 

Hence, for evaluation of variations of functional J depending on 
different variations of data, it is not necessary to solve many 
problems of type (3.1 ): 

a , 
~ + A,.p' == f', .p' = g' at t = 0 at (3.8) 

with various f' and g'. It is enough to solve only one conjugate 
problem (3.2) and employ formula (3 .7). 

By means of formula (3. 7) one can state the inverse problem of 
finding og and M for the set of functionals oJ. 

The above methods of the perturbation theory were based, to an 
extent, on the employment of conjugate equations of the theory of 
climate. 

This is natural since the conjugate equations in this interpretation 
define the domain of influence of variations of input parameters, over 
the whole space, on the variations of the functional of the solution in 
a given region. Therefore the study of conjugate equations and 
understanding of general principles of climate modification on this 
basis is an important task. 
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However, this is not the only way to evaluate climate variations. 
There is a simpler approach of direct integration of equations of 
climate. If the modification of climate proves to be essential because 
of the variation of input parameters then it is required to solve initial 
problems corresponding to different sets of input data. 

However, when evaluating the effect of industrial human activities 
on climate from the global point of view, we often have to deal with 
insignificant modification of climate. In this case it is more natural to 
employ the equations that are linearized with respect to climate. 
Then we arrive at problem (1.14) in a stationary case 

in a nonstationary case 

Locp = oF 

aocp 
- + Locp = l>F. at 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

As a result we arrive at the solutions which make it possible 
to estimate the modification of climate in different points of 
the global system. Naturally such solutions can be used for obtaining 
the above mentioned functionals. It is appropriate to stress here 
which methods of calculation of climate variations should be used 
in one or another case. Thus if we calculate climate modifications 
in many regions of the Earth under the influence of the same 
variations of input data it is most efficient to use the solution in 
the form (3.9), (3.10). If we concentrate attention only on some 
functionals of the problems and pre-calculate variations of those 
functionals with respect to different variations of input data it is 
best to employ the theory of perturbations and conjugate equa
tions, since for this purpose it is necessary to solve conjugate 
problems, corresponding to a set of functionals, only once, and 
in an explicit form to evaluate the solutions through variations of 
climate parameters. 

Thus the two above mentioned approaches supplement each 
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other and make it possible to get a deeper insight into certain 
climate modifications. 

The approach which uses conjugate equations for estimation of 
climate modification is especially valuable when we deal with the 
planning of economic development of regions with regard to the 
results of industrial human activity. In this case, for instance, 
there is a possibility to formulate explicitly a problem of optimal 
location of industrial enterprises with respect to the given func
tionals that take account of the preservation of the environment 
in residential zones. These questions will be considered below. 

SPECTRAL METHOD AND THE THEORY OF PERTURBA
TIONS 

When considering the fundamental features of modification of the 
Earth's climate it is sometimes convenient to make use of the 
spectral formulation of problems of the dynamics of the atmos
phere and ocean and on its basis to formulate the theory of 
perturbations. 

For this purpose let us start from equation (l.14) 

LOIJ' = oF ( 4.1) 

and the spectral problem 

Lw = 'Aw. (4.2) 

Since Lis not a self-conjugate operator we consider, along with (4.2), 
the following conjugate problem 

L*w* = 'Aw*, (4.3) 

where L * is the conjugate L operator in the sense of Lagrange. 

(w*, Lw) = (w, L*w*). (4.4) 
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Let problem ( 4. 2) define a complete system of eigenfunctions 
{ w n } and a corresponding system of eigenvalues { An} , and 

problem ( 4.3) that of { w:} and { An } . Then on the basis of ( 4.4) 
orthogonalities take place, so that 

(w w* ) = 0 if n =I= m. n' m ' 

As a result it is not difficult to arrive at the condition of biorthogon
ality 

if m = n 

(4.5) 

if n =I= m. 

The solution of (4.1) is sought as a Fourier series according to the 
eigenfunctions of the spectral problem (4.2): 

(4.6) 

and, similarly, 

(4. 7) 

where 

l),n = (b,n w*) bF = (DF w*). Yn .,...., n ' n ' n 

Substituting ( 4.6) and ( 4. 7) into ( 4.1) and scalarly multiplying the 
result by w* we obtain the equalities m 

X 81{) = 8F (m = 1,2, ... ,). 
m m m (4.8) 

Thus the solution of problem ( 4.1) is written as 

(4.9) 
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or, in final form, 

(4.10) 

In this way the perturbation of the solution from the basic state is 
obtained in the form of a Fourier series (4.9) or (4.10) by means of 
perturbation of the input data of the problem 5F. 

If one is interested in linear functional rather than the perturbation 
01(), i.e. 

oJ = (p, 01() ), ( 4. I I) 

in this case 

(oF, I{)*), (4.12 

where 

o* (4.13) 

Here I{)* is a solution to problem (2.2) 

L *I{)* = p. 

CONJUGATE EQUATIONS OF THE DYNAMICS OF THE ATMOS
PHERE 

Let us consider the system of equations of the dynamics of atmos
pheric processes in adiabatic approximation and study the structure 
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of the operator of the problem. We will investigate a simple case of 
the barotropic atmosphere. Then we have a problem 

au au au - a"° - + u + v - lv + RT - = 0, 
at ax ay ax 

av av av - al/> 
+ u -- + v + lu + RT - = 0, (5.1) 

at ax ay ay 

au av 
+ - 0. 

ax ay 

Here u , v are the components of the velocity vector along the 
coordinate axes (x,y), where y and x are directed to the North and 
to the East respectively and RT = canst, ',O(X, y, z) denotes the 
relative deviation of pressure from the standard one, 1 is the Coriolis 
parameter. The square D is supposed to be the domain of definition of 
the solution. The conditions of periodicity are assumed to be set on the 
boundary ao. Let us consider the solution vector and the matrix 

a 
v A - l 

ax 
a 

I{) = v A = A 
ay 

RT"° 
a a 

0 
ax ay 

Using the following notation of the operator 

a a 
A u·+ v 

we have 

Au = div uu, Av = div uv. 
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Then the above system of equations (5.1) can be written in the 

operator form 

a'-P 
B - + A,n=O at .,, ' 

where B is the matrix 

0 0 
B= 0 

0 
1 
0 

0 
0 

We introduce the scalar product in Hilbert space <I> by 

1 
(g, h)D = l; 

i=l 

(5.2) 

Here g. and h. are the components of the vector-functions g and h, 
I I 

respectively. 
Now let us find the conjugate operator with respect to A. For this 

purpose we consider the Lagrangian identity 

(g, A Ah)
0 

= (A *g, h)
0 

or 

_ a'-P _ a'-P 
(g, Ah)0 = J [(Au + lv + RT -)u* + (lu + Av + RT -)v* + 

D ax ay 
au av (- + -) RT<.p*]dD. ax ay (5 .3) 

For simplicity we take 

u u* 

h = v g = v* 

RT.p RT.p* 
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After integrating by parts, assuming periodicity of the solutions, and 
after some explicit transformations the expression on the right in (5.3) 

reduces to 

- dip* 
(g Ah) = f ((A*u* + Iv* - RT - )u + 

' D D dX 

_c}ip* au* av* -
+(-lu* +A*v*-RT-)v-(- +-)RTip]dD= (A*g h) 

ay OX oy ' D' 

where 

a 
A* = - (-u ox 

a a a 
+ - v. ) = - (u + v- ) = - A. 

ay ax ay 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

Here we made use of the fact that u and v satisfy the equation of 

au av 
continuity - + - = 0. Taking account of (5.4) and (5.5) we come to 

ax oy 

u* 

v* 

-A 

, A* = -1 

a 
ax 

- A 

- a 
ay 

a 

ax 

a 
= - A. 

ay 

0 

Until now it has been a~sumed that u and v are given functions of 
x, y and time. This assumption can be left out now. Indeed, let us 
assume that we deal with a quasi-linear system 

au au au - aip 
+ u + v - Iv + RT - = 0 (5.6) 

at ax ay ax ' 
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av av av - a<{) 
- + u + v + lu + RT- 0, 
at ax ay ay 

(5.6) 

au av 
+ 0 

ax ay 

and have found the solution of this system under condition of 
periodicity (5. 7) on the boundary and the initial data 

at t = 0. (5.7) 

Regarding functions u and v as coefficients of operators A and A* 
we have 

a 
J\ --l 

ax 

a 
A J\ A* -A, 

ay ' 

a a 
0 

ax ay 

where operator J\ has now the form 

a a 
J\ u· + v·. 

ax ay 

Along with problem (5.6) we introduce the conjugate problem 

au* au* 
- u 

au* a<{)* 
- v + lv* = RT = 0, 

ay ax 
(5.8) 

at ax 
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av* av* av* 
lu* = RT 

acp* 
- u - v -== 0 

at ax i)y ay , 

au* av* 
0 -= 

ax ay 

under the condition 

u* = u* v* == v* T' T at t = T. (5.9) 

Problems (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8), (5.9) are presented in the operator 

form 

and 

B acp + Acp = 0, 
at 

(5.10) 

(5 .11) 

After multiplying equations (5 .10), (5 .11) scalarly by cp* and cp 
respectively, and then subtracting the result, we come to 

d 
dt {Bcp, ip*) = 0. (5.12) 

By integrating this equations under the given conditions at t = 0 and 
t = T, we have 

(5.13) 
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This condition will be used later, and now we rewrite it in the 
component form 

J (u u* + v v* )dD = f (u u* + v
0

v
0
*)dD. 

D TT TT D oo 
(5 .14) 

It should be noted that if we choose u{ and v{ as uT and vT , we 
come to the law of conservation of kinetic energy: 

In this case we have the full solution reversibility This means that 
after solving problem (5.6), (5.7) and putting u{ = uT, v{ = vT , we 
can solve problem (5 .8),. (5 .9) in the reverse direction with respect to 
time. As a result we come to the same solutions of the basic system 
as we do in the case of the basic problem. 

In conclusion we will show, that sometimes it is preferable to 
make use of more common phase space D x Dt with scalar product 

3 T 
(g, h)D x D = ~ J dtgihi . 

t i = I 0 

Introducing operators 

M B 
a 

at 
+ A 

and 

a 
M* = - B - A 

at 

it is not difficult to see that 
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holds. Taking account of (5.13) we finally have 

(5 .16) 

where 

M* == -M. 

Now let us consider the system of the initial equations with 
viscosity, i.e. equations 

OU OU OU - o..p 
+ u + v - - Iv + RT - - µ6.u == 0, 

at ox oy ox 
(5 .17) 

av OU av - o..p 
- + u +v - + lu + RT- - µ6.v = 0, 
at ox oy oy 

OU av 
+-= 0 ox oy 

under the condition 

at t = 0 (5 .18) 

and the assumption of periodic character of solutions. Then, making 
use of the above method and applying 

a a 
A= u +v--µ6. 

ox oy 

and 

a a 
A* -u ox v - µ6, oy 
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we come to the system of conjugate equations: 

ou* 
ot 

- u 
ou* 
ox 

ou* - o~* 
- v + Iv* - RT - - ~u* = 0, 

oy ox 

ov* 

ot - u 
ov* ov* - o~* 

- v - -- lu* - RT - - µDi.v* = 0 
ox oy oy ' 

ou* ov* 
- -- -- ---= 0 (5 . 19) 

ox oy 

provided that 

u* = u}, v* = v; at t = T. (5 .20) 

The analysis of problems (5 .17), (5 .18) and (5.19), (5.20) shows 
that the basic problem should be solved with t increasing in the 
interval O < t < T, while the conjugate problem is solved with t 
decreasing in the interval T .2: t > 0. Only such computation is 
correct for each problem which is due to the presence of viscosity 
forces in equations. From our analysis of perturbation formulas given 
below it will become clear why conjugate problems have been 
introduced. 

CONJUGATE EQUATIONS FOR BAROCLINIC ATMOSPHERE 

Now let us consider the model baroclinic atmosphere in adiabatic 
approximation 

opu + J\u - lpv + p 
o~ 

0, 
ot ox 

opv 
+ Av + lpu + p o~ = 0, (6.1) 

ot oy 
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aip 
gp.,J + P az = O, 

(6.1) 
apu apv apw 

+ - + -= 0, ax ay az 
ap- iJ + A{} + 'Ya 'Y pw = 0 
at T 

under the condition 

pw = 0 at z = 0, 
(6.2) 

pw = 0 at z = H. 

Here u, v, w, are the components of the velocity vector along the 
coordinate axes (x , y, z), the axis y being directed to the North the 

I T' 
axis x - to the East, z - vertically upwards ip = ~ •v = =-'where p', T' 

P T 
are deviations of pressure and temperature from the standard values 
p(z), T(z), where p = RpT. The solution is assumed to be periodic in the 
plane (x, y) and satisfy the initial data 

u=u v=v iJ=.,J o ' o' o at t = 0 . (6 3) 

- 'Ya - 'Y 
Let us then assume, that RT= const, T = const. The operator 

is defined by the formula 

Consequently , 

a a a 
A = {Ju + pv + pw. ax ay az 

Au = div puu, Av = div puv, 

AiJ = div pu.,J 
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Introducing vector ·· function cp which is the solution of the problem 

and the matrix 

a 
u /\. -pl 0 p 0 

ax 

v pl /\. 0 
a p- 0 
dy 
a 

cp = w ,A = 0 0 0 p -gp 
az 

a a a 
cp 

ax 
p -75 

az 
p 0 0 

dy 

{} 0 0 gp 0 
Tg 

/\. 
'Ya 'Y 

puo p 0 0 0 0 

pv 0 p 0 0 0 
0 

Bcpo = 0 ,B = 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

---~-p{}o 0 0 0 0 
T& p 

'Ya - 'Y 'Ya - 'Y 

we can write problems (6.1 ), (6.3) in the form 

B di{) + Acp = 0 
at ' 

at t = 0. (6.4) 

It is assumed here that the solution belongs to Hilbert space of 

absolutely continuous and differential functions, satisfying the bound
ary (6.2) and periodicity conditions. The scalar product is introduced 
by 
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5 
(g, h)D = ~ f g.h.dD. 

i =l D I I 

Let us consider the operator A and find the conjugate one making 
use of Lagrange identity. As a result of calculations, analogous to the 
above ones in paragraph 5 we have 

u* -A pl 0 
a 

-p -ax 0 

v* -pl -A 0 
a 

-p-
oy 

0 

w* 0 0 0 
a 

-p 
oz 

gp 

a a a 
ip* = ip* A* = -p -p - -75 0 0 

' ox oy oz 

~* 0 0 -gp 0 
Tg 

A -
'Ya - 'Y 

While constructing the conjugate operator we made use of the fact 
(which can be easily tested) that the expression 

f (u* div puu + v* div puv + w* div puw) dD 
D 

= f (u div ,ouu* + v div puv* + w div puw*) dD 
D 

takes place. This relation holds true after fulfilling the following 
conditions: the assumption that 

div pu = 0, 

div pu* = 0 
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and the requirements that components of the solution i.p* satisfy the 
conditions of smoothness, the limited relations 

pw* = 0 at z - 0, 
(6.5) 

pw* = 0 at z = H 

and, finally, the conditions of periodicity of solutions in the plane (x, 
y). We see that in this case we have 

A* = - A. (6.6) 

Thus, the operator A is skewsymmetric. Our task is to construct 
conjugate equations corresponding to evolution problems. To this aim 
we introduce 

ai.p* - B at Ai.p* 

i.p* = 'P} at t = T 

0, (6.7) 

(6.8) 

together with (6.4). For (6.7), (6.8), as can be easily seen the 
identity, analogous to (5.13), will take place, for the new five-dimen
sional phase space 

(6.9) 

which can be presented in the explicit form 

J (puT u] + - * gT 
pvTvT + p-{}T -{}{ )dD = D 

'Ya - 'Y 
(6.10) 

J (puoui + pvo v o + 
gT 

pr} 
0 

-{}*)dD. 
D 'Ya - 'Y O 
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If we choose u.>; = Ur, v:; = vT, r>* = r>T we come to the law of 
conservation total energy 

where 

gT 
1T = u2 + v2 + ---

Let the values u.;, v{ and tJ't be chosen as follows: 

u* = 0 v* = 0 .J* = 'Ya - "Y 8(x-x y-y z-z ). (6.11) 
T ' T ' T gT O' 0 ' 0 

Then on the basis of (6.10) we obtain 

p.J IJ*)dD. 
0 0 (6.12) 

This formula indicates connection between temperature in the given 
point of space at the time t = T and the initial state of the 
atmosphere (at t = 0). It should be remembered that u

0
, v 

O 
and tJ 

O 

in ( 6.12) are given at the initial time and ui, vi, 19-i are the solutions 
of conjugate equations under condition ( 6 . 11 ). 

A BAROCLINIC MODEL ATMOSPHERE IN A NON-ADIABATIC 
APPROXIMATION 

Let the fo llowing be a complete system of equations of the atmos
phere's dynamics with regard to turbulent exchange and the given 
sources of heat 

dpu a~ 
at + Au - l,ov +75 dz - µp!J.u = 0, (7 .1) 
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apv - a~ + Av + lpu + p -
at ay 

µp!::,.v = 0, 

a~ 
gp.,J + p - = 0, 

az 

dpu apv apw 
ax + ay + a;- = O, 

a750 'Y - -'Y --- - + AiJ + _ j!____!_ pw 
at T 

The boundary conditions are 

aiJ = Cl' ( .,J 
az s 

°J), pw = 0 at z = 0, 

= 0, pw 
az 

= 0 

Here the following notation is used: 

at z = H. 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

a - coefficient of heat transfer assumed to be temporarily 
s 

equal to zero on the ground and on the polar ice, 
~ temperature of the surface layer of the ocean assumed to 

be known, 
µ,µ 1 - turbulent exchange coefficients. 
On the boundary of the domain in the plane (x, y) there is a 

condition of periodicity of the solution. Let 

.,J = .,J 
0 

at t = 0 (7.3) 

be the initial data . 
The solution is assumed to have absolutely continuous first order 

time derivatives with respect to u, v and .,J and second order derivatives 
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in all space variables. Let us introduce into consideration the matrix 
operator 

A-µpt:i - lp 

lp A - µpt:i 

A= 0 0 

a a 
-p ax ay 75 

0 0 

and the vector 

0 

0 

0 

a 
az 
gp 

a p-ax 
a 

p-ay 
a 

p az 
p 0 

0 

u 
v 

'-P = w 

'-P 
{} 

a 
az 

Then we arrive at the problem 

all' B --- + A,n=O at .,.. ' 

<{) = I{) 0 at t = 0. 

Now we consider the conjugate operator A* 

0 

0 

-gp 

0 

gT 
(A-

'Ya - 'Y 
a 

V1P az - µ1 pl:i) 

(7.4) 
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a 
0 -A-µp~ lp 0 -p ax 

a 
--lp -A-µp~ 0 -p 0 ay 

a 
= 0 0 0 -p gp oz 

a d a 
0 0 a;7> -- -p -p ay oz 

0 0 0 
gf 

(-A--gp -

'Ya - 'Y 

a a 
-v

1
--µd5~) 

oz oz 
and formulate the following problem 

(7 .5) 

t = T. 

Here the components of vector-function '{)* satisfy the requirements 
of smoothness, the conditions of periodicity on the boundary of the 
domain and the conditions 

ar>* = ex (}* pw* = 0 at z = 0, oz s ' 

ar>* 
az 0, pw* = 0 at z = H. 

Problem (7.5) in the component form is as follows: 

(7.6) 
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opu* o..p* 
-- - Au* + lpv* - p - µ.pt::.u* = 0, 
at ax 

opv* 
- Av* - lpu* 

at 

- a..p* 
P - µpt::.v* = 0, ay 

o..p* 
gp {}* - p ~ = 0, 

apu* apv* apw* + + -- = 0, ax ay oz 

op{}* 'Ya 'Y 
- A{}* - pw* 

at T 

under the boundary conditions (7 .6) and the initial data 

u* = u* v* = v* {}* = {}* 
T' T' T at t=T. 

133 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

Since A and A* are conjugate operators, the following conditions 
hold, at -.J = 0: 

(A..p, ..p*)o = (..p, A* ..p*)o. (7.9) 

We scalarly multiply equations (7.4 ), (7 .5) by '{)* and '{) respectively , 
integrate them with time from O and T and subtract the results one 
from the other. Then, in a component form, we arrive at the 
expression 

gT J --- {} {}*) pdD - q dt J a ~{}*dS = 0, 
'Ya - 'Y o o o s s 

(7 .10) 
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V1 gpT . 
where q = ' Sis the surface of the World Ocean with the given 

'Ya - 'Y 
temperature of the surface layer J (x , y, 0 , t). 

Suppose that we are interested in the forecast of the mean 
temperature field in the domain G { x, y e a, 0 ~ Z ~ h}. Then the 
"initial" conditions of the conjugate equations will be chosen as 
follows : 

u{ = 0, v{ = 0, 

_gT 1 
19:* = - , X e G and 19* = 0 outside G, 

T G T 
(7 .11) 

'Ya - 'Y 

where X is a set of coordinates (x, y, z). 
Introducing the following notation for the mean temperature 

anomaly in the domain G at the time T = t: 

we can write 

- G gT 
pt9T = J (u u* +v v* + t9 19*),odD + 

D o o o O' 'Ya __ 'Y o o 
(7 .12) 

T -
q f dt Ja

5
t'M*dS. 

O S 

-G 
The expression pt9T denotes that the mean temperature anomaly is 

calculated on the basis of the data on the interval O < t < T. 
Hence the problem of the forecast of the mean temperature anomaly 

reduces to the solution of the conjugate problem (7 .7) , (7 .8) under 
condition (7 . 11 ). 

In the present paragraph the theory of perturbations is constructed 
under specially set initial conditions for a system of conjugate 
equations and homogeneous boundary conditions. It will be shown 
that other formulations of problems are possible for a system of 
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conjugate equations which lead to the theory of perturbations of 
practical use. Indeed, let us consider a system of equations (7 .1) with 
the boundary conditions (7.2) and the initial data (7.3) and then the 
system of conjugate equations (7. 7). 

The boundary conditions for system (7.7) are defined as follows 

ai>* = Q'. i)* + f*, pw* = 0 at z = 0, 
az s 

(7.13) 
a19-* 

0, pw* 0 H, = at z = 
az 

where f* (x, y, z) has the form 

f* = P o(t - T), if (x y)E G 
G q ' o' 

0 

f* = 0 outside of the defined domain. 

Here G
O 

is a region on the Earth for which a forecast of the mean 
temperature anomaly should be made. 

The initial data for the conjug~te problem are as follows: 

u* = 0, v* = 0, f}* = 0 at t > T. (7.14) 

With the help of the basic and conjugate problems and the above 
techniques we obtain the functional 

gT 
f (u u* + v v* + --- i>

0
i>

0
*) pdD + 

T o o o o 'Ya _ 'Y 

q l dt [ as Ji>*dS, (7 .1 S) 
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where 

-G 
pt'> 

0 

= (7 .16) 

Assuming that we deal with small perturbations u' = u + ou, v '= v 
+ ov, {}' = {} + oiJ , iJ' = iJ + oiJ and using the above methods we get 

(7.17) 

q J dt f a oJiJ*dS. 
O S S 

Comparing (7 .15) and (7.12) we can see that they coincide if in 
(7 .12) we choose G = G

0
• It is easy to see that in this case the 

solutions of conjugate equations will also coincide because it does not 
matter wheter the instantaneous "source" on G

0 
is defined in the 

boundary conditions or as the Cauchy condition at the moment t = 
T. Up to now we have been assuming that our task is to solve a 
long-term weather forecast for the moment t = T with respect to the 
initial t = 0. In making forecasts for periods oL one month or a 
season there is no sense to define exactly the moment of a forecast 
of temperature anomalies and other elements. From the methodical 
point of view it would be more correct to give a forecast of the mean 
temperature anomaly for a certain period of time. For example, in a 
weather forecast for · the nearest month it would be reasonable to give 
ten-day averaged forecasts for every ten days of the month. If we are 
interested in a weather forecast for a period of one season , it would 
be enough to give averaged forecasts for the first, second and third 
months of the season. 

Since the averaging of forecasts results in additional filtration of 
meteorological noise such procedure would increase informative signif
icance of forecasts. Therefore, it is necessary to change a little our 
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approach to derivation of the formulas of the theory of perturba· 
tions. 

For this purpose for a system of conjugate equations we take the 
following boundary conditions: 

a~* 
O'. ~* f* pw* 0 = + = at z = 0, 

az s ' 

a~* 
pw* 0 H, (7.18) - · = 0 = at z = 

az ' 

where f* (x, y, t) is given in the form: 

{ 

j5 ~*(x, y)77*(t), if (x, y)€G
0

, t€[T - T , T], 
f* (x, Y, t) = 

~ outside the domain 

The functions ~*(x, y) and 71*(t) are assumed to be normed i.e. 

bo ~*(x, y)dS = l, ] 
T-T 

77*(t)dt = l. 

In a special case, naturally , they can be constant . 
The initial data for conjugate equations are taken as follows: 

U* = 0 v* = 0 ~* = 0 
T ' T ' T 

at t > T. (7.19) 

Applying the boundary condition (7.18) and the initial data (7 .19) 
we obtain, by the usual method, the functional 

-Go gT 
P~ r = J (u u* + v v* + ~ l?*)pdD + 

T - _ D o o o o 'Ya _ 'Y o o 
2 (7.20) 
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q J dt J l\ 5~*dS, 
0 

(7.20) 

where 

J 17*(t)dt f ,o~~*(x , y)dS. (7. 21) 
T - 7 G

0 

Comparing formula (7.20) with (7.15) and (7 .12) one can see that 
they coincide, only the meaning of the conjugate solution changes. In 
practice it is convenient to choose ~* and 17* as smooth and positive 
functions. In this case expression (7 .21) has the meaning of the 
temperature value averaged with weight in the defined region G

0 
and 

the time interval t - 7 < t :S T. 

THE VALUE OF METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION WITH RE
SPECT TO THE MEAN TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES AND EX
TENDED-RANGE FORECAST 

The perturbation formulas derived above allow us to give interpreta
tion of the conjugate problem as the value of information with 
respect to the temperature anomaly in a defined domain . To explain 
this, it is necessary to describe , at least qualitatively, the dynamics of 
the solution of the conjugate problem 

O<P* 
- B + A*<P*=O, at 

(8 . 1) 

at t = T, 

wi1ere conditions (7.11 ), for example, are chosen as components 
of vector B<P{ . It is not difficult to conceive that if t = T, 
according to (7. 11) we have u-} = 0, v{ = 0 and ~{ is different 
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from zero only in the domain G where it is a constant. We solve 
the system of conjugate equations for t < T assuming that func
tions u , v, w are known. In this case, due to the transfer of 
substances, the domain of non-zero initial data will move west
ward approximately as far as u6t, north (or south) - ward as far 
as v6t, and along z as far as w6t, where 6t = T - t. This, 
certainly, inmediately causes gravitational (Rossby) waves which 
" smear" the picture extending the domain of perturbation and so 
on. Due to turbulent diffusion the intensity of the fields of the 
components of conjugate functions will be constantly falling tend
ing to zero within t -+ - 00• This means that for sufficiently 
remote past times with respect to the moment t = T, due to 
dissipative processes, the information about the initial fields will 
be useless as it turns into meteorological noise. In the mathema
tical model this is reflected as follows: the first integral of for
mula (7.12) tends to zero at t -+ - 00 , and variations of the 
temperature anomaly are determined only by the heat flux from 
the ocean, i.e. 

T 
J dt J a o~{}* dS. 

- 00 s 
(8.2) 

This limiting relation allows us to make a very important conclusion 
about the role of the ocean in forming temperature anomalies in 
extended-range weather forecast . Moreover, the construction of for
mula (8 .2) shows that conjugate function {}* (solution of the 
conjugate problem) is influence function with respect to the varia
tions being forecasted. 

Since the conjugate solution is, eventually, the fundamental criter
ion of the significance of information with respect to the functional 
of the problem, it can be called the value of information. 
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THE GENERAL PERTURBATION THEORY FOR EVOLUTION
ARY PROBLEMS 

In the above sections of thi~ paper the perturbation theory was 
constructed on the assumption that the actual field of velocity vector 
differs but slightly from the climatic one. In fact we deal with rather 
essential deviations of the fields of meteorological elements from the 
climatic ones especially in the short-term weather forecasting. In this 
case the theory of small perturbations appears to be inadequate. Thus 
we come to the necessity to develop a more complete theory which 
is not associated with the assumption of small perturbations. To this 
aim we consider the climatic state of the atmosphere as unperturbed 
and the actual state of the atmosphere as perturbation. Let the 
unperturbed state of the atmosphere be described by problem (7.4). 

alP 
B - + A'() = f, 

at 

BIP = BIP at t 
0 

and the conjugate problem (8.1) 

- B 
alP* 

+ A *IP* = 
at 

= 0 

0, 

BIP* = B1p.* 
T 

at t = T 

In the phase space D x T we introduce scalar product 

5 T 
(g, h)0 T = l: . f dt f g.h.dD. 

X i= l O D I I 

(9. l) 

(9.2) 

(9.3) 

Then we multiply scalarly equation (9 .1) by IP* and equation (5.2) 
by IP and substract the results. Making use of the initial data and 
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conditions for the components ..p and ,p* on the boundaries of the 
domain D* we obtain 

T 
J (f, ,p*)

0 
dt 

0 

(9.4) 

Taking (7.9) into account, 

(9.5) 

Relation (9.4) becomes 

Thus operators of the solution and the input data for the 
initial and conjugate equations in the unperturbed state are related by 
dependences (9.4) - (9.6). 

Along with the unperturbed state, let us consider the pertubed 
state of the atmosphere. Let it be described by 

a I 

B __!_ + A',"' == f' at 'Y ' 

at t = 0. (9.7) 

Let the conjugate problem corresponding to the unperturbed state of 
the atmosphere be joined to (9.7) 

- B 
3,p* 

= 0, - + A*..p* at (9.8) 

B..p* B,p{ at t = T 
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Multiplying equation (9. 7) scalarly by v>*, equation (9.8) - by v>' 
and subtracting the results, we get a relation similar to (9.4) 

T 
f (f', v>*)

0 
dt + R, 

0 

(9.9) 

where R is some functional denoting that the boundary conditions 
for the components of the solution I{) can be non-homogeneous. The 
form of this functional for some particular cases will be shown later. 
Let 

A' = A + 8A, v>' = v> t 81{), f' = f + 8f, (9.10) 

where A, I{) and f are the operator and vectors corresponding to the 
unperturbed state. 

Substituting (9.10) into (9.9) and making use of (9.4) and the fact 
that 

T T 
J dt(v>*, Av>')

0 
= f dt(,p', A *v>*)

0 
+ R 

0 0 
(9.11) 

we obtain the formula of perturbations in the form 

(9.12) 

Formula (9.12) is the main one for obtaining different prognostic 
expressions for the functionals sought for. 
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THE PERTURBATION THEORY FOR THE PROBLEMS OF 
WEATHER FORECASTING 

Let us tum to the component representation of the perturbation 
theory formulas. To this aim we consider the perturbed system of 
equations of atmospheric motions 

OpU' 1 r Ql{)' A • 0 ot + Nu - l,ov - p ~ - µpuu = , 

opv' a , 
+ A'v' - lpu' - p _!!__ - µpf}.v' = 0, 

at ay 

gp{}' - p 01/) = 0, 
az 

opu I opv I opw' 
- + + -- = 0, 
ax ay az 

optJ' 'Y _ , a atJ' + A'{}' + _'Y_a -- pw - - PV1 
at f az az 

with the boundary conditions 

atJ 
J'), I - = a' ( tJ' - pw = 0 at 

Jz s 

atJ' 
I -= 0, pw = 0 at z=H az 

z = 0, 

(10.1) 

(l 0.2) 

and the conditions of periodicity with respect to (x, y). Here {}' = {} 
+ 8!9, iJ' = 5 + 8iJ, {} and -5 are climatic surface air temperatures and 
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the temperature of the upper friction layer of the ocean, respectively, 
f,{} and 8~ are deviations from climatic values. We take 

u' = u' v' = v' {}' = {}' 
o' o' o at t = 0. (10.3) 

as initial data . 
Now the conjugate system corresponding to the unperturbed state 

of the atmosphere is considered 

opu* o~* 
-- Au* + lpv* - p - - µpb.u* = 0, at az 

opv* o~* 
- Av* ·- 1/)u* - p -- - µp6v* = 0, at ay 

o,n* -.Q* - y O gpv - p - = ' 
oz 

(10.4) 

opu* opv* opw* +-- + -- = 0, ax oy oz 

a j5 {} * .Q * _'Y~a -----'-'Y - * - Av - pw at T 

with the boundary conditions 

o{}* 
a {}* pw* = 0 at z = 0, 

oz s ' 

o{}* 
0, pw* = 0 at z - H (10.5) 

oz 
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assuming the periodicity of solution with respect to (x, y) and the 
initial data 

u* = u;, v* = v{, {}* = {}{ at t T, ( l 0.6) 

where u;, v{ and {}T are functions to be defined below. Before 
constructing the formulas of the perturbation theory let us introduce 
the following notation : 

Repeating the above mentioned procedure we multiply the initial 

equation of system (10.1) by u*, v* , w*, RTcp* and 
gT 

{}* 
'Ya - 'Y 

respectively, and then sum up the results. In a similar way we 
multiply the equations of the conjugate system (l 0.4) by u, v , w', 

gT 
RTl,O and --- {}' respectively, and sum up the results. From the 

'Ya -- 'Y 
expression obtained for system ( 10.1) we subtract the one obtained 
for system (l 0.4). Integrating the result over the domain D x T and 
making simple transfonna tion we get 

f (u' u* + VT v* + 
gT 

{}' {}*) j5 dD f (u' u* + v' v* + 
D T T T 

'Ya - 'Y T T D 0 0 0 0 

gT T gT 
{}' {}*) pdD + f dt f (u*8Au' + v*8Av ' + 

'Ya - 'Y O O 0 D 'Ya - 'Y 

0. (10.7) 
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Assuming that perturbations of the operators and of solutions are 
absent we obtain 

gf 
f (uTuT* + vTvT* + r>T r>T*) pdD - f (u u* + v v* + 
D 'Ya _ 'Y D o o o o 

gT T 
--- 1'J 1'J*) ,odD - g f dt f a Jr>* dS = 0 . 
'Ya -·- 'Y o o o s s 

(10.8) 

Using the notation 

u' = u + OU , v' = v + ov, r}" = rJ = or> 

and subtracting (10.8) from (l 0. 7) we come to 

f (ou • u* + ov • v* + 
D T T T T 'Ya 

gf 
or} • iJT*) ,odD -

'Y T 

f (ou • u* + ov • v* + 
D o o o o (10.9) 

gT T 
'Ya __ 'Y oiJ O • ?Ji) pdD + { dt b (u*oAu' + v*oAv' + 

T 
iJ*oAiJ') pdD - q f dt f [a

5
0~ + 

'Ya - 'Y o s 

gT 

oa
5 

(19' - 19')] 19* dS = 0. 

The final form of the formula of the perturbation theory will be 

f (ou • u* + ov • v* 
D T T T T 

gT 
+ 819 • tJ:*) pdD = 

'Ya __ 'Y T T 
(10 .10) 
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f (ou . u* + ov v* + 
D o o o o (10.10) 

'Ya 

g'f T 
'Y MJ 

O 
• iJ~) pdD - ! dt £ (u*oAu. + v*oAv + 

~ T - -
---t?*oAt9-'),odD+qfdtf[a o~+oa (~' - t'J')J . t'J*dS. 
'Ya - 'Y o s s s 

If we take (7 .11) as the initial conditions for the conjugate 
equations, we arrive at the formula for mean temperature anomalies 

gT 
+ ov · v* + --- ot'J • t'J*) pdD -

o o 'Ya 'Y o 

T gf 
J dt f (u*oAu + v*oAv' + t'J*oAt'J') pdD + 
o D 'Ya - 'Y 

(10.ll) 

Let us simplify (10.11) for the case of sufficiently long term of 
forecasting (a month, for example). Here, as mentioned above, the 
effect of the initial data is small since intensivity of the values u*, v* 
and t'J* due to dissipation diminishes with time. Then formula 
(10.11) has the form 

T gT 
J dt f (u*oAu' + v*oAv' + t'J*oAiJ') dD + 

-
00 D 'Ya - 'Y 

(10.12) 
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Assuming that the conjugate problem is solved at actual values of 
u. v, w then oA = 0 and we obtain 

T 
q f 
-oo 

dt f [a oiJ + oo:/J' - iJ')] iJ* dS. (10.13) 
s s 

The meaning of this formula is quite clear -the first term on the 
right (l 0.13) describes contribution into the temperature anomaly at 
the expense of the atmosphere- ocean interaction where 

T 
q f 
-00 

• dt f o: oiJiJ*dS s 

makes allowance for the deviation of temperature of the surface 
friction layer from the climatic temperature, and the other term 

T 
q f 
-00 

dt f oa (J' - iJ') iJ*dS s 

describes the effects of deviation of the atmosphere-ocean heat 
transfer due to storms, non-standard dynamics of the ice cover, etc. 
It is evident from (l 0.14) that long-term temperature anomalies of 
large regions of the continents develop in the active layer of the 
ocean due to its interaction with the atmosphere. 

Finally, if storms are neglected and the dynamics of ice is assumed 
known, the formula for forecasts of temperature anomalies has the 
simple form 

T 
q f 
-()() 

(10.14) 

In conclusion it should be noted that above we have considered 
the case when the sources in conjugate equations are presented in the 
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initial data (7. l l ). All these arguments hold true for a case when the 
sources are given in the boundary conditions in the form of (7 .13 ), 
only G should be substituted then by G

0 
and the solutions of 

problems (7. 7) , (7 .13), (7 .14) should be taken as conjugate functions. 

APPENDIX 

As an example we will analyze. a simple problem. Given the values of 
u, v, w and cloudines.5 we solve the problem on thermal ocean-atmos
phere (and continents) interaction taking account of the heat ad
vection and convection, turbulent (horizontal and vertical) mixing 
The problem is solved for deviations of temperature from the climatic 
value on the basis of information on climate for the temperature 
fields in the atmosphere, ocean and ground, cloudiness and velocity 
components of air and water particles at given levels. In addition it is 
necessary to have actual daily data on these meteorological elements 
in the atmosphere. However, daily data about the ground and the 
ocean are not used by the present model. 

Following is a mathematical formulation of the problem. We solve 
the equation 

a oT oF o(z) 
pv - + pµLH + - ---

oz oz ep 
(1) 

where T is deviation of temperature from the climatic value 

d = +u +v-+w 
dt at ox ay az ' 

u, v, w are climatic values of the velocity vector components. The 
boundary conditions are as follows: 

for the atmosphere-ocean system 
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aT 
pv = 0 at z - H, 

az 

aT 
pv = 0 at z = hs 

az 

for the atmosphere-continent system 

aT 
pv - = 0 at z H, 

az 

aT 
pv = 0 at z = 

az 

The initial conditions are 

T = T0 
0 

at t = 0. 

h. 
c 

Here u, v and W are assumed to be known values. 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(3) 

The initial problem (1, 2a, 2b, 3) is set to correspond with the 
conjugate problem 

dT* 
p ~-- = 

dt 

a aT* F*o(z) 
pv + pµ!::::.T* + 

az az cp 
(4) 

d 
where T* is conjugate temperature and the operator - is the same as 
in the initial problem, i.e. its coefficients are climatic q,talues. 

It should be noted that the value o F(x , y, z , t) is dependent on 
deviations of cloudiness and the temperature of the oceanic surface 
layer from the climatic value. F* is set depending on the nature of 
the functional. 

When it is necessary to define the temperature anomaly averaged 
with respect to space and some time interval T the function F* is 
found as follows : 
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( 

i__, if (x, y , z)cG and simultaneously, ter 
F* = r 6G, 

O outside this interval 

The boundary conditions for equation (4) are: 
for the atmosphere-ocean system 

3T* 
pv 

az 
0 at z = H, 

3T* 
pv -- = 0 

az 
at z = - hs 

for the atmosphere-continent system 

3T* 
pv --

az 
0 at z - H, 

3T* 
pv -- = 0 at z - nc. az 

The initial condition is 

T* = T* 
0 

at t 
T 

t + - , 
0 2 
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(5) 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(7) 

where t
0 

is the time for which the prediction is given For the case 
when T* is defined the temperature anomaly, averaged with respect 
to the domain G and the interval r , is found by the formula 

T 
t + -

= / 2 
-00 

dt ff 8F • T* dS. (8) 
s + c 
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In Figs. I to 6 isolines of the function T* are shown at the level 
of the Earth's surface, the function T* is averaged in time for a 
seven-day period. Fig. I refers to the first week of calculation, Figs. 
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 - to the last weeks of the first, second, third and 
fifth months. The territory being predicted is the European part of 
the USSR, the function T* is calculated for a week-long prediction. 

In this formulation the conjugate solution is the influence function 
with respect to the variations of the functional being predicted and is 
the principal criterion of significance of meteorological information. 

f.fte Atlantic the Pacific 

.ll.Jrica 

Jl.nta"tcti,c Conti.nent 
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f i9 . 5. 
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